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Are you planning a new bathroom or would you like to modernise the one you that you've already got? Then place your
trust in the wedi INSIDE principle. With wedi, the best basic materials are available to you – irrespective of which tiles or
fittings you choose. You can thus implement your creative ideas and, at the same time, place your confidence in the most
stringent quality standards.

Be it wall and floor structures, partition walls, ledges, washbasins, floor-level showers, bathtub solutions or unusual designer
modules, wedi offers an extensive range of high-quality systems here. Be inspired and place your trust in more than 28 years
of experience in refurbishing bathroom and wellness facilities. wedi INSIDE is synonymous with sustainable quality and
complete watertightness, coupled with sophisticated room concepts in a timeless design.

Room needing renovationThe wedi INSIDE principle:
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Room ideas

Shelves & niches

Washbasins & ledges

Floor-level showers 

Bathtub solutions

Designer modules

Designed, insulated and ready for tiling with wedi A complete wellness bathroom

2 3
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ROOM IDEAS
Wall and floor surfaces make up more than 50% of the
total surface area in the bathroom. But frequently, one
only seems to focus on designing wall and floor surfaces
with tiles. wedi offers numerous opportunities to integrate
this large surface area into the entire room concept.

Backlit wall panels, partition walls to split the room, privacy
screens for the toilet or unusual pedestal solutions – with
wedi, the wealth of ideas knows no limits.

Partition walls | Privacy screens | Wall panels | Creative wall shapes | Pedestals | Cladding
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ould you like a partition for your toilet?

Quickly and easily turn your desire into a

reality with the wedi building boards, which are

available in different thicknesses and heights.

We've got the right idea for your bathroom.

W

e they straight, round, thicker or thinner parti-

tion walls, with the wedi building board and

wedi Moltoromo, it's quick and easy to give shape

to reliable and sturdy solutions and then design to

your heart's content.

B
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ancy round shapes? With the bendable wedi

Construct building board, sophisticated shapes

can be implemented in the blink of an eye. And

not just in the bathroom.

F
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he versatility of the wedi building boards is

once again characterised by the countless wall

and floor applications. Partition walls for the shower

or pedestal solutions – let your ideas run free.
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ROOM IDEAS
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hether you'd like wall and floor attach-

ments, partition walls, ledges, washbasins,

floor-level showers – the list goes on – the wedi

building boards are sturdy, versatile and watertight.

What's more, there's the perfect substructure for

virtually every idea.

W
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he wedi building boards are not only ideal for

use as tile support structures, but thanks to

their versatility e.g. in wall panels, they also enable

sufficient storage space and ledge surface areas.

T

SHELVES & NICHES
What use is the most beautiful designer
bathroom if functionality suffers?
Ledges, niches and shelves create space
and render the design suitable for
everyday use as required with the wedi
ideas. Whether features are integrated
in the wall or installed as free-standing
versions, creativity knows no bounds here.

Free-standing shelves | Integrated shelves | Ledge surfaces | Storage space | Installation cladding
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omplete shelf solutions can be quickly and

reliably constructed with these wedi products.

wedi Mensolo U and L are therefore frequently

used – both as ledges and as cladding modules.

C

lso in showers, shelf and niche solutions are

extremely popular and are very practical,

too. In addition to the extra space for everything

that you'll need, features can be subtly high-

lighted through use of design and lighting.

A
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edge surfaces for hand towels, care products

or bathroom accessories: – create space, and

as much as you'd like, where you need it.

L

SHELVES & NICHES
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Washbasin attachments created with the wedi
building board can take whatever shape, size and
function you'd like. They are sturdy and can be
put to versatile use as a substructure.

WASHBASINS
& LEDGES

Washbasin constructions | Ledge surfaces | Toilet and pipe cladding

mplement your ideas the way you'd like and,

while you're doing so, don't settle for second

best. Individual building and designing is the

greatest benefit of the wedi INSIDE principle.

I
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helf and ledge surfaces around the washbasin

are extremely easy to implement with the

wedi building board modules, and they integrate

into the room concept every time.

S
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nusual shapes are also not a problem when

it comes to washbasins. Here, functionality is

always a matter of course.

U
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WASHBASINS 
& LEDGES

edi I-Board is not just the ready-to-use in-

stallation board for cladding toilets, but

thanks to its stability, can also be used as a wall

panel and it thus creates additional ledge surfaces

in the toilet area.

W
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he Riolito Discreto module is an unusual wedi

idea of installing a visually appealing wall-

mounted drain. The surface can be designed in

stainless steel or using tiles – the choice is yours.

It is extremely easy to clean and the entire system

is 100% watertight in conjunction with the wedi

Riolito floor element.

T

FLOOR-LEVEL SHOWERS
Floor-level and barrier-free showers are now part
and parcel of every new bathroom. But there are
fundamental differences when it comes to quality
and design. wedi guarantees the utmost systematic
reliability and thus allows for a multitude of creative
design implementations.

Wall-mounted drains | Line drains | Spot drains | In-shower seating options
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loor-level shower elements from wedi have 

already integrated the slope. The versions

shown here, Riolito and Riofino, also impress

thanks to their sophisticated linear drain.

F
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s the thinnest wedi shower in the world, the

wedi Fundo Plano is the top product for all

kinds of renovations.

A

or the classic spot drains, too, wedi offers

high-quality products. The wedi Fundo floor

elements are especially suited to bathroom reno-

vations, as they are particularly thin and are entirely

watertight.

eating space in the shower? Be it pre-fabricated

bench solutions or individual attachments with

the wedi building board – shape and design to

satisfy your requirements.

F
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hat's that? Unusual shower shapes in

your own bathroom? But of course! wedi

offers different floor and wall element systems.

Square, round or spiral-shaped – there's always

the right idea to suit every space requirement and

every taste.

FLOOR-LEVEL SHOWERS

W
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BATHTUB SOLUTIONS
The bathtub is still the best place to relax in the
bathroom. But what should the bathtub look like?
Should it be tiled, recessed in the floor or positioned
as a free-standing element in the room? wedi has
developed a range of solutions to implement these
diverse options. Always with the objective of integrat-
ing the bathtub into the room concept in a visually
appealing manner.

Free-standing bathtubs | Bathtub cladding | Recessed bathtubs

or rounded bathtubs, the wedi Construct

building board provides heat-insulating

cladding. It can be adapted to best match the

shape of the bathtub and offers an ideal substrate

for plaster, paint or tiles.

F
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he wedi Sanbath Cube designer range com-

bines simple elegance with a high degree of

functionality. The bathtub in this series not only

serves as an ideal substrate for tiles, but impresses

especially thanks to its cubed design.

T
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athtubs integrated in the floor have a spe-

cial visual effect. Thanks to the sturdy wedi

building boards, pedestals and steps can be

built with ease and bathtubs can be shown off

in all their elegance.

B

BATHTUB SOLUTIONS
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he wellness benches of the wedi Sanoasa 

series create seating spaces for relaxation and

bodycare which can even be used in the shower,

too, for instance.

T

If the bathroom is to be a wellness oasis, then the
unusual designer elements from wedi are used. Be
they seats, benches or loungers, ready-to-install
shower columns, washbasins, bathtubs or even the
complete shower and wellness cabins, wedi offers
numerous designer modules in a high level of quality.

DESIGNER MODULES

Sanbath bathroom furniture | Wellness cabins | Seating benches | Individual builds | Complete wellness showers
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hanks to the complete multicentre including

massage showers, lighting and numerous

technical features, you can create your own well-

ness oasis in the bathroom.

T
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DESIGNER MODULES

ith the Sanbath designer series, a ready-to-

use bathtub that you can position wherever

you want is available – it's watertight, sturdy, cubed

and can be designed to match any surface.

W
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legant relaxation loungers, which are also avail-

able in a heated version on request, round off

the image of a generously-sized wellness bathroom.

E

he Comoda and Bellina series from wedi offer

modular wellness benches. Every module can

also be used individually. You can thus create seating

to suit your space requirements and taste.

T



ROOM IDEAS

Partition wall

Privacy screen

Wall panel

Creative wall shapes

Pedestals

Cladding

Other:

SHELVES & NICHES

Free-standing shelves 

Integrated shelves

Ledge surfaces

Storage space

Installation cladding

Other:

WASHBASINS & LEDGES

Washbasin constructions

Ledges

Other:
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MY PERSONAL CHECKLIST FOR THE BATHROOM



FLOOR-LEVEL SHOWERS

Wall-mounted drain

Line drain

Spot drain

In-shower seating options

Other:

BATHTUB SOLUTIONS

Free-standing bathtub

Bathtub cladding

Recessed bathtub

Other:

DESIGNER MODULES

Sanbath bathroom furniture

Wellness cabins

Seating benches

Individual builds

Complete wellness shower

Other:
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Simply tick the

options you'd

like and discuss

them with your wedi

tradesman!

�



wedi GmbH
Hollefeldstraße 51 · 48282 Emsdetten · Germany
Telephone +49 2572 156-0 · Fax +49 2572 156-133
info@wedi.de · www.wedi.eu
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Watertight – 
guaranteed

Completely true 
to dimension

Very low
dead weight

Suitable for 
all tiles

Protection from 
mould and fungi

Reliability thanks
to complete system

High level 
of stability

CO2 (GWP 1) 
foamed XPS

Heat-insulating from an
energy point of view

28 More than 28 years
of use in practice
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